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Abstract. In this article we present a case study comparison of the implementa-
tion characteristics of two software environments that are well known in grid
computing configurations. We evaluate the performance of these environments
during the execution of distributed parallel MPI tasks. Therefore, first we con-
sider some concepts of the grid paradigm and then we present a comparison
between the two software environments. Our case study is based on the Globus
and Legion environments, because these two research projects are in more de-
veloped stage when compared to others research initiatives. Our experimental
results indicate that the grid computing approach can be interesting to execute
distributed parallel MPI applications with a performance improvement.

1   Introduction

Advances in the communication and computer technologies are providing to an appli-
cations programmer access to a large quantity of computer resources distributed in
wide area networks. As [1, 6] mentioned, it is possible to image that many users´
problem can be solved without the requirement of a local supercomputer.

In this context, we base our goal to build a grid computing environment which
could represent a global infrastructure of hardware and software. This environment
can provide users with a reliable access and low cost to share distributed resources.
This concern is expressed by others research groups [2, 21, 10, 3, 12].  We can con-
sider a grid computing environment as an infrastructure because in many aspects this
paradigm represents the gathering action of resources, information and people which
are widely distributed. As a result, it is necessary the use of a complex software envi-
ronment to manage this configuration and also provides a useful computer power to
application programmers.
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Many research initiatives [4, 5, 11] are in advanced stage, providing several soft-
ware tools, which can represent the answer for a grid configuration. In this paper, we
present a case study performance evaluation considering the Globus and Legion soft-
ware environment to execute distributed parallel MPI tasks.  Therefore, in section 2
we describe some characteristics of these two software packages.  The research grid
environment used in this paper is introduced in section 3. Implementation aspects of
the two software environments and our experimental results, executing distributed
parallel MPI applications, are presented in section 4. Finally, in section 5 we present
our conclusions and future work.  

2   Software Characteristics

In section we address a brief overview of the Globus and Legion environments. Our
target is to present some important components and their functions in these powerful
grid tools.

2.1 Globus

The Globus software environment [15, 17] is a project developed by Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL) and University of Southern California.  In this paper we use the
version 1.1.4 of the Globus software package because this release provides support to
MPI applications. The Globus environment is composed by a set of components im-
plementing basic services to resource allocation, communication, security, process
management and access to remote data [17, 20].

The resource allocation component of the Globus environment (GRAM - Globus
Resource Allocation Manager) is the element that acts as an interface between global
and local services. Application programmers use the GRAM element, through the
gatekeeper software portion. This element is responsible for the user authentication
and association with a local computer account. The mechanism to identify users of the
grid is based on a file called map-file. In this file exists information about authorized
users of the grid configuration. Any requirement for resource should be translated to
the Resource Specification Language (RSL).

Communication in the Globus environment is performed using a communication li-
brary called Nexus [18, 19]. This component defines low a level API to support high
level programming paradigms. Examples of high level programming paradigms sup-
ported are message passing, remote procedure call and remote I/O procedures. The
information about the system and the grid configuration are management by a compo-
nent called Metacomputing Directory Service (MDS) [9, 16,23].

An important aspect of the Globus software environment is the security. This soft-
ware tool employs the certificate approach, which is carried by a CA (Certificate
Authority) using the protocol Secure Socket Layer (SSL) [13, 14].
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2.2      Legion

The Legion software environment is a system object oriented which is being devel-
oped since 1993 at University of Virginia. This environment has an architecture con-
cept of grid computing providing a unique virtual machine for users´ applications. The
approach of the Legion is to have some important concepts of a grid configuration
(e.g. scalability, easy to program, fault tolerance and security) transparent to final
users [7].

In the Legion, every entity such as processing power, RAM memory and storage
capacity is represented as objects. Objects communicate with each other using services
calls to a remote mechanism [7, 22]. The security component of the Legion, as the
others elements of this software, is based on an object. The application programmer
specifies the security related to an object, where it is defined which type of mechanism
is allowed [22]. In addition, the Legion provides some extra basic mechanism to en-
sure more security. The May I method is an example. Every class should define the
method May I, which checks for a called object the related allowed access.

The traditional system file is emulated in the Legion environment through the com-
bination of persistent objects with the global information of object identification. This
approach simplifies the manipulation of files to application programmers. In addition,
it is allow to users to add fault tolerance characteristics to applications using rollback
and recovery mechanisms [7].

3   The Grid Environment

After providing some characteristics of the Globus and Legion software tools, in this
section we present our grid configuration environment. It is important to mention that
all the machines were in the same laboratory. However, using a Ethernet Layer 3
Switch we were able to have the abstraction of a WAN (Wide Area Network) inside
this box. In other words, this equipment could prove the abstraction of a distributed
resource environment for our experiments.

Table 1.  The grid configuration environment.

Computer Name AIX 1 AIX 2 AIX 3 AIX 4
Operating
System

AIX 4.3 AIX 4.3 AIX 4.3 AIX 4.3

Processor PowerPC_
604
233 MHz

PowerPC_
604
233 MHz

PowerPC_
604
233 MHz

PowerPC_
604
233 MHz

Memory RAM 256 MB 128 MB 128 MB 512 MB
Hard disk Two disks of

9 GB
Two disks of
4 GB

Two disks of
4 GB and one
2 GB disk

Two disks of
4 GB and one
2 GB disk

Software Legion Globus Globus Legion
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Our configuration environment was formed by four IBM RS/6000 workstations
connected using an Ethernet Layer 3 Switch. The decision to use the RS/6000 was
based in the fact that we are planning to connect an IBM supercomputer SP4 to the
grid configuration. In addition, it is interesting to mention that we have used before
some IBM-PC machines running Linux. We have previously information about some
problems with the AIX operating system. Therefore we decide to learn about the soft-
ware environments in an open source operating system.

Table I shows the configuration environment of our grid.  The environment could
be considered heterogeneous once some elements, as memory and disk capacity, were
different.

4   Evaluation of the Environments

After understanding and using both software environments, with a special attention to
the concepts of wide distributed resources and passing through some problems related
to AIX operating system, we were able to configure the grid environment for experi-
ments. In this section, we are going to present comments about the use of two software
environments and our results executing distributed parallel MPI tasks.

4.1   General Aspects of the Environments

The Legion software provides a homogeneous view of the grid to the application pro-
grammer. The environment uses its own tools to create the homogeneity. The proce-
dure to install the software does not represent any problem, because the application
programmer needs only to uncompress binary files and execute some script files.
However, for the AIX environment it is necessary more information then those avail-
able from the software documents. We fixed some problems using our background on
AIX and exchanging several e-mails with other AIX systems managers. The Legion
concept of file system represents an advantage of the environment. The Legion file
system presents a unique identifier for each object. This approach provides application
programmers the facility to access files widely distributed only using their names. In
other words, the users only use the name of the file, which can be storage in a local or
remote machine. On the other hand, we have verified some problems with the pack-
age. As a first problem, we can mention the necessary installation of the entire envi-
ronment when the bootstrap host has a power failure. The bootstrap host is responsi-
ble for the domain control. Another drawback of the environment is the low commu-
nication rate between objects. The paradigm of the Legion is to be a framework envi-
ronment, where users can develop their own tools, such as security and fault tolerance
facilities. This freedom can represent some flexibility to any developers group. How-
ever, it does not allow the use external tools.
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The Globus approach allows users to use existing system available tools and have a
uniform interface to the gird environment. Interesting features of the Globus environ-
ment are related to the security and to the autonomy of the configuration. The system
has an infrastructure based on X509 certificate [13, 14] and the use the mutual auten-
tification. On the other hand, one drawback of the software is the scalability, which
can be understood as the capability to add new resources and new sites. When consid-
ering new facilities application programmers are required to have account into all new
hosts.

4.2 Experimental Results

The next stage of our research work was the implementation of a distributed parallel
application. We decided to use a parallel matrix multiplication using the MPI mes-
sage-passing library. The Globus environment has a tool called MPICH-G2 to execute
the application. On the other hand, the Legion has an internal tool called le-
gion_mpi_run for executing MPI applications. As we mentioned before, because of
the Legion framework, it was required some fixes on our MPI original code using the
Legion libraries.  Our results represent the average elapsed-time of twenty executions.

Fig. 1.  Execution of the parallel MPI code on Globus and Legion Environments
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Figure 1 shows the comparison to execute a 500 x 500 matrix multiplication MPI
parallel code in the Globus and Legion environments. As we have mentioned before,
the low communication rate between objects is responsible for the low performance of
the Legion environment.

Our second experiment was configured using the native MPICH and comparing with
the two software environments. The MPICH package is an implementation of MPI
library and we considered the version mpich-1.2.2.3. Figure 2 presents results of par-
allel matrix multiplication of Globus, Legion and MPICH.  This graphic shows that
the Globus scheduling mechanism can represent an interesting feature.

Fig. 2.   Execution of the parallel MPI code on Globus, Legion and MPICH

5   Conclusions and Future Work

In this research work we have presented the implementation characteristics of the
Globus and Legion software environments. In addition, we have evaluated these two
environments when executing a distributed parallel MPI application.
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Globus and Legion are important tools to configure grid configurations. The Globus
environment has presented a more robust features, because the software includes secu-
rity and fault monitoring mechanisms together with many others services. On the other
hand, because it is an object-oriented package the Legion environment is more effi-
cient to present the grid abstraction. This software is a framework and it is not a fin-
ished tool. However, we believe that Legion can address those users that are expecting
a grid configuration that can be customized for their organisations.

One direction as a future work for this research is to understand how these two grid
environments can perform under heterogeneous operating systems (e.g. Linux, Irix,
HP-UX and Solaris). As we notice in this work, several problems can appear to an
application programmer when using these packages. Another future path is to develop
a friendly interface (e.g. via browser) to present the grid environment to users. As we
have presented in [8], users can be awarded of the available resources in the grid envi-
ronment. This approach should be easy as an ordinary interface used on an operating
system (e.g. Linux  or Windows) to display resources available in the local computer.

Acknowledgements. The first author was funding by the Brazilian National Research
Council (CNPq). The Grid environment used in our experiments comes from
collaboration between UnB-CiC/TECSOFT-DF.
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